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CONFIDENTIAL
Dear attorney in Korea,
From Madrid, Spain, @APEDANICA is investigating IBM corruption in several countries. We found many news about a
serious I case in Korea, and we suggest to read about

48 Indicted In Korean IBM Bribery Probe - Forbes
https://www.forbes.com/2004/01/05/105ibmbriberypinnacor_ii

5 ene. 2004 - South Korean prosecutors said today that 48 people have been indicted for bribery and
tieother irregularis in a corruption probe involving the local subsidiary of US technology giant IBM . The
Seoul District Prosecutors Office said 12 people had been arrested and remanded in custody while 36
others were ...

The IBM Hall of Shame: A (Semi) Complete List of Bribes, Blunders ...
https://medium.com/.../the-ibm-hall-of-shame-a-semi-complete-lis...

26 nov. 2016 - Only a few years after the Argentina scandal, IBM was accused of another overseas bribery
case — this time in South Korea and China. What was truly ... In May 2013, IBM disclosed that the
Department of Justice was investigating them regarding potential corruption violations in four countries
overseas.

In spain APEDANICA investigates a very complex system in Madrid Bar association
(Iltre. Colegio de Abogados de Madrid ICAM) and IBM is controlling many Spanish
attorneys secrets and a big budget on spionage in judiciary conflics, so we need a
confidential commitment in order to share information beyond our public letter to
IBM president at
http://www.cita.es/apedanica-ibm-icam.pdf
as well as our criminal complaint at
http://www.cita.es/icam-ibm.pdf
Can we informally and confidentially speak about IBM legal conflicts and corruption
in Korea?
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